I. INTRODUCTION
We are concerned in this paper with the isovector (IV) component of electric quadrupole (E2) (4) In this convention the electromagnetic transition probability is given as As discussed in Secs. II and IV, the points are expected to form a line which passes through the origin with a slope e~-e". The line drawn is for the slope e"-e"=1. The two crosses for the A =34 (2'~0) Another criterion by which the entries of Fig. 1 (and Table I The two largest relative discrepancies between theory and experiment evident in Fig. 1 Table I ; however, for our purpose it will be sufficient to consider the transitions shown in Fig. 2 (26) and (27) 
5A'Q Q+ '(jj')=5A'" '(jj')5e (28) where for simplicity the state and mass dependence of 5e~will be ignored. =A' '(jj')5e G (r,jj') . (27) The effective charge 5e' ' depends not only on j and j' but also on mass number through the depen- The spin-orbit parameters were fixed at V"=12 MeV, r"=ro, and a"=ao. Table   III ). The local potential gives valence radii in much (2) 11. 26(12) 6.8 (2) 15.9(7) 5.5{2) 15.1 (10) 11. 3 (7) 15.6 (2) 13.8 (5) 23 (3) 1.30 (15) 2.21 (2) 5.13 (4) 17.6(3) 18.8{9) 3.0(2) 6.0(7) 8.7 (2) 10.6(6) 17.6(3) Fig. 2 
